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Abstract
In the recent years, Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

has emerged as a solution opposed to

Centralized Finance. Global and disruptive, DeFi

has reached an estimated market capitalization

of 200 Billion US dollars (November 2021).

Nevertheless, it is still facing two majors issues:

high transaction costs and gigantic carbon

footprint on the environment due to excessive

energy consumption on the leading networks.

The rise of environment friendly and cost

effective blockchains is imminent and necessary. 

Why

Energyfi

Energyfi is here to address these issues by

designing a complete set of DeFi features on

Avalanche, Near, Binance Smart Chain and

Echain (Energyfi Chain) which will in the same

time accelerate their adoption. 

Indeed, to move forward into mass adoption a

blockchain needs more users, to have more users

it needs more dApps. In order to foster more

decentralized applications (dApp) and support

the developers who wants to build on these

networks, a fast and reliable All-in-One platform

like Energyfi is crucial. 

Both a cornerstone and a catalyst, Energyfi

ambition is to lead the industry towards:

decentralization, transparency, environmental

consciousness and cross-chain interoperability.

These core values which are observable in

Energyfi’s core features.
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The Energyfi platform includes a wide range of

features, all designed to enable the adoption of the

Green networks and the emergence of an eco-

friendly Decentralized Finance.

This includes cross-chain Launchpad, Dex,

Staking/Farming and Lending features.

EnergyPad (ILO Platform)

EnergyPad is a cross-chain and permissionless, rugpull proof ILO platform.

Let's drive mass adoption to green networks by making them accessible to

project creators and investors.

EnergyPad is cross-chain on Bsc, Avax, Near and Echain networks.

Suite of Dapp 

Transparency

Through Energyfi Smart Contracts, we ensure the safety of the funds for both

investors and ILO creators. There is no possibility of rug-pulls. Liquidity is

automatically locked, and everyone has the same information. Nothing is

hidden, everything is verifiable.
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EnergyPad (ILO Platform)

Automatic listing and liquidity locking system 

When an ILO ends, the token is listed directly on PancakeSwap (if the

network used is BSC) and the liquidity allocation is automatically locked on

the Energyfi smart contract.

ILO participants are assured that the token of the successful ILO will be listed

on PancakeSwap (if the network used is BSC) and that the liquidity cannot be

withdrawn.

Highly configurable

A key feature, EnergyPad is highly configurable, which means that the ILO

creators have more flexibility and can easily meet their investors needs. 

A non-exhaustive list of the parameters that can be modified:

- SoftCap/Hardcap

- Percentage of funds raised automatically locked and allocated to DEX

liquidity

- Maximum/Minimum allocation per wallet

- ILO and Listing price

- Duration of the ILO

- Duration of the liquidity lock
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EnergyPad (ILO Platform)

System of rounds

EnergyPad works with a system of

round. An ILO is made of two rounds,

the first round only last 2hours. During

the first round, only Energyfi token EFT

holders can participate.

The 2nd round is open to all.

User friendly

Energyfi's mission is to make DeFi

mainstream. DeFi should be simple

and investors should not be scared of

participating in an ILO. We believe it

is important to keep this user friendly

dimension to facilitate the Energyfi’s

dApp adoption.

Token locker 

Token locker systems are essential in DeFi today, ILO creators can use

EnergyPad's token lock system to manage their tokenomics and make it

easier for investors to understand the different token locks.
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EnergySwap (Decentralized exchange)

Green & Cross-chain DEX

Trade your tokens responsibly on EnergySwap, the first decentralized

exchange that focuses on green networks. It is therefore built on Avalanche

(Avax), Near Protocol (Near) and Echain (Energyfi Chain). Users can

experience a green and secure decentralized exchange and access different

networks easily.

In addition, all projects scheduling their ILO on EnergyPad on Avax, Near and

Echain networks, will be automatically listed on EnergySwap.

Most rewarding DEX

To distinguish itself from the competition, EnergySwap also focuses on

rewarding liquidity providers (LPs). DeFi's recent history shows that

rewarding LPs is a key factor in DEX adoption. Thus, EnergySwap liquidity

providers rewards will be up to 0,6% per transactions (against the traditional

0,3% of PancakeSwap for example). Users can experience the most eco-

friendly DEX, and LPs can experience the most rewarding DEX.
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EnergySave (Staking & Farming)

Savings

Farm EFT tokens and earn by providing them with liquidity in designated

pools or Stake EFT and earn a portion of the swap fees in proportion to your

share in the staking contract.

In other words, with EnergySave, the savings feature, users can experience a

user-friendly protocol and manage their strategies. 

APY% and current rewards are directly updated, at anytime users have the

possibility to stake or un-stake their EFT tokens.

EnergySave, a new way to earn passive income.

EnergyLend (Lending)

Lending/borrowing

Lending and borrowing is an important feature of DeFi as a whole.

The Energyfi All-In-One platform would not be complete without the lending

and borrowing capabilities for its users. Indeed, depending on their

strategies, users will be able to lend crypto-currencies and earn interest, or

borrow crypto-currencies and pay interest over time.

EnergyLend is designed to be a fast, secure and energy-efficient

lending/borrowing platform. 
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EFT

Token Utility
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Token

EFT token will have multiple use cases such as governance and platform

utility. Holding EFT token will also be necessary in order to use some of the

Energyfi services.

In other words, EFT, the Energyfi’s native token is well embedded into the

workflow of the suite of dApp provided by Energyfi. It has a direct utility

and multiple use cases for EnergyPad, EnergySwap, EnergySave and

EnergyLend. The team is committed to making EFT, Energyfi's native

token, a centerpiece of its ecosystem. 

Token Mechanisms

Energyfi token has some mechanisms built into its smart contract to

increase its scarcity and reward early holders.

Deflationary:

A 0,5% burn is applied to each transactions. Which means that the higher

the trading volume is, the more deflationary EFT is.

Passive Income:

EFT holders will have the opportunity to earn interest through Staking and

Farming, they will also earn passive income due to the redistribution of

profits generated by EnergyPad.

Reflection:

EFT holders' balances automatically increase as they earn the rewards of

1% transaction fee. (1% equally split between holders and a burn)
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Tokenomics
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EFT total supply: 150M

ILO: 40M

Private sale: 25M (Locked 45 days)

Pancakeswap Liquidity: 10M (Locked 4years)

Staking/Farming: 40M (Locked until the release of EnergySave)

Treasury: 35M (Locked up to 1 years)

EFT ILO & Liquidity
33.3%

Staking
26.7%

Treasury
23.3%

Private sale
16.7%

EFT Token
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ILO, Private sale & Listing details
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Private sale: 25M (Locked 45 days)

Private sale price: 1 EFT = 0.000020 BNB ($0.008 in November 2021)

ILO: 40M EFT

ILO price: 1 EFT = 0.000025 BNB

Listing price: 1 EFT = 0.000030 BNB

ILO (Public sale) Private sale

40,000,000 

30,000,000 

20,000,000 

10,000,000 

0 

EFT Token
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Energyfi
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Partners

INBlock helps our team to maximise the potential of Energyfi through

direct investments and technology contributions.

Tremplin.io contributes to provide the necessary connections to increase

Energyfi's visibility in Western Europe and beyond. 

Platform's Audit and KYC of our team by Chainsulting.

Energyfi is a signatory of the Crypto climate accord and is committed to

providing proof of green solutions.

https://www.inblock.ventures/
https://tremplin.io/
https://chainsulting.de/
https://cryptoclimate.org/supporters/
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Legal Terms

Energyfi disclaimer

To the maximum extent permitted by applicable laws, regulations and rules,

Energyfi’s founders, team members, and contributors are not liable for any

indirect, incidental or consequential damages whatsoever related to

Energyfi. 

This document contains information from a variety of publicly available

resources and research conducted within the Energyfi project. While this

information is generally considered reliable and accurate at the time of

writing, it is subject to change and potential inaccuracies. No information

contained in this document should be considered business, legal, or

financial advice. All information contained on Energyfi's website, social

media accounts, or any of our platforms, or in our litepaper, or any other

documents is provided as a best practice and is not binding. This document

contains information in regards to R&D and business planning for Energyfi.

Energyfi does not assume any liability for the information contained herein.

Before taking any actions based on the contents of this document, you

should seek advice from a financial, legal, or tax liability expert. Statements

made in this whitepaper are, except where otherwise stated, subject to

changes without notice. 

As with all nascent technologies and financial investments,

cryptocurrencies, and the buying or selling thereof, carry inherent risk.

Energyfi accepts no liability for financial or other losses incurred through

engagement with our platforms, cryptocurrencies, or community. Protecting

yourself against risk, both financial or otherwise, is wholly your own

responsibility.
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